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 Okay.  We’re going to continue our discussion today of the structure of the Earth 

and then we’re gonna shift to the Moon.  I showed you this drawing yesterday, describing 

how we determine what the interior structure of the Earth is.  We use naturally occurring 

earthquakes and the vibrations from those earthquakes pass through the Earth and 

actually let us map, in a crude way, what the interior of the Earth is like.  So you have the 

two kinds of waves that travel through the solid part of the Earth, S and P waves — or P 

and S waves, depending on which way you want to look at them, Primary and Secondary.  

The P waves will go through liquid whereas the S waves will not.  And so if we’re on the 

other side of the Earth from an earthquake, we don’t measure any S waves.  And there’s 

a certain area in this bluish area where there are no S waves and that’s the shadow for S 

waves, and so we can tell from the size of the shadow how large the liquid core is of the 

Earth. 

 Now, it’s not shown here, but how do we know that there’s a solid inner core?  

Some of the P waves that go directly through the center change their velocities and the 

way they pass through the center when they hit that solid core.  And so we can see 

changes in a very narrow region directly on the opposite side of the Earth.  And also some 

waves will bounce off the core, be reflected from the core, and so we will pick up waves 

over here and the only explanation for that is the wave has gone in and bounced off the 

solid core and then headed back out. 

 But this is a very brief description of a kind of research that takes many, many 

years.  You wait for many earthquakes to occur and you map each one, and you build up 

a lot of data as to where the shadowing is occurring inside the Earth and where the 
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reflections are occurring.  And then after a while you can figure out the size of the inner 

core, the size of the outer core, the depth of the crust. 

 On our drawing, it looks like we have a perfect sphere down at the center and a 

perfect sphere around it.  The reality is a little bit more complicated.  They’re not exactly 

perfect in shape.  They’re not completely uniform in composition.  As you go from one part 

of the inner core to another, there’s probably variations in composition.  As you go from 

part of the outer core to another, there are probably some variations in composition.  

There are even variations in composition around the mantle because the real Earth is a 

little bit more complicated than a simple drawing. 

 The way we actually determine differences in composition is by looking at how 

these waves curve.  Notice that the waves don’t go in straight lines, but they curve.  

They’re curving because they’re going through regions of differing density and 

composition.  So if they don’t all curve the right way, you would say, “Uh, something is 

funny down there under the Earth that’s causing a particular wave to go in an odd 

direction.”  Well, that’s because there’s probably a difference in composition or a 

difference in density that’s not the same all the way around the Earth.  It’s in one particular 

region. 

 So you can actually map the non-perfections or imperfections inside the Earth 

using the way the waves curve as they pass through the Earth.  This is an ongoing study. 

Geologists have been working on this for many years and I read a report just within the 

last month or two about changes in their ideas of what the interior composition is, because 

they’re now finding enough data that they’re seeing little differences that they didn’t notice 
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even just a few years ago. 

 So we don’t know everything about the interior of the Earth, but we know an awful 

lot and it’s all from distance measurements.  We’ve never actually dug a hole down there 

to measure the composition exactly, so it’s all measurements made from a distance using 

what we understand about those vibrations passing through the Earth. 

 Now, a question might come up: Why is the outer core liquid and the inner core 

solid, and then the mantle solid, and what causes this kind of structure?  Why isn’t it all 

liquid inside or all solid?  What’s going on?  In fact, you might ask the question, “Why do 

we have a core at all?  Why is the center of the Earth almost completely iron whereas the 

mantle is almost completely rock?  What happened here?  What’s going on?” 

 Well, we have to do some theoretical calculations and studies to work that out, too.  

What we realize is that in the past, as the Count de Bouffant suspected, the Earth was 

probably completely liquid inside.  It was hot.  And in being so hot, it was liquid.  It couldn’t 

be a solid.  If you have a liquid, the liquid will tend to stratify based on the densities of 

materials.  If you’ve ever mixed a drink, whether it’s an alcoholic drink or just cocoa and 

milk, you will notice that if you mix it up and then you let it sit, things will tend to separate.  

The denser materials will sink to the bottom, lighter foam or something will float to the top, 

and so the materials will tend to separate based on density. 

 Well, if you have a liquid Earth inside, the materials inside will tend to separate 

based on density.  So heavier materials, like iron, will sink to the center and lighter 

materials, the foam or the scum on the top, will float to the surface.  And so you will get 

different materials at different depths inside the Earth.  And so that’s apparently what 
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happened. 

 This process of separation has a long word that’s associated with it: it’s 

differentiation.  Everything separates or differentiates if it’s liquid.  And so the interior of 

the Earth at one time was very hot so that the entire Earth, you might say, was liquid and 

that caused a separation of materials based on density.  And so the heavy stuff — the iron, 

the metals — sank to the center, the lighter stuff rose and became the crust, and the rock 

that was medium density was in the middle as the mantle.  If we looked at more detail at 

the mantle, we’d discover that the densest rock is at the bottom of the mantle and the less 

dense rock is up near the top of the mantle.  So even within each layer it’s consistent that 

it’s a density based structure. 

 Now, we see this for the Earth and this makes us wonder, “Are the other planets 

differentiated like this?”  Well, that’s something we have to actually study and try to work 

out.  What we know is, at least for the Earth, this happened.  Now, how did it happen?  We 

believe that the radioactive materials that I described earlier, that break apart and change, 

those radioactive materials were much more common in the distant past.  Because 

radioactive materials as they decay by nature become less common.  So today we have a 

certain amount of radioactive materials in the Earth.  Millions or billions of years ago there 

were a lot more radioactive materials.  And when radioactive materials decay, they 

produce heat.  And so the interior of the Earth probably once had a lot more radioactive 

materials than it now does and it produced enough heat to melt the interior. 

 Now that we have fewer radioactive materials, the interior is cooling down because 

there’s not as much being produced.  And so the interior cools off just the way the Count 
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de Bouffant suggested.  You have a sphere that’s radiating away its heat and takes a long 

time to cool down.  So the Earth has cooled down enough that the central core has 

become solid.  And you might say, “Well, wait.  That’s backwards.”  If it was cooling off, 

you’d expect the outer core to become solid and the hottest place, which you would 

expect at the center, to still be liquid.  But it doesn’t quite work that way.  Because we have 

something else we need to worry about and that’s pressure. 

 So here’s the drawing showing you the temperature inside the Earth, from the 

surface all the way to the center.  And notice that at the center the temperature is above 

6,000 degrees — above 5,000.  Sorry.  So we have a temperature that’s right around 

5,000 degrees.  There’s a problem with whether something is solid or liquid, depending on 

its temperature and its pressure.  If you’ve ever used a pressure cooker to cook food, you 

can keep water liquid at a higher temperature than its normal boiling point if you keep it 

under higher pressure.  And so you can actually boil food at a higher temperature than 

212 degrees Fahrenheit or 100 Celsius if you keep it under higher pressure. 

 And so the pressure keeps liquid from becoming gas, but it can also keep solid 

from becoming liquid.  And that’s what’s happening inside the Earth.  In this region, the 

mantle, the melting point because of the particular pressures and temperatures is higher 

than the actual pressures and temperatures.  But in the liquid core, you see that the 

melting point is just a hair below the actual p ressures and temperatures.  And so the outer 

core is just barely liquid.   

 And then at the center, the central solid core again is just a little bit above — the 

temperature at the center is a little bit below what is required for melting because the 
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melting temperature and pressure is a little bit above the actual temperature and pressure.  

So it’s a balance between the temperature and the pressure that causes the central core 

to be solid and the outer core to be liquid.  Whereas if you were thinking about it and just 

using what you might call common sense, you would think the center should be liquid and 

the outer portion solid.  But it works in reverse because you’ve got temperature and 

pressure to worry about, and the pressure at the center of the Earth is much higher than 

farther out.  Because you’ve got all the weight of everything else on top of it.  And so that 

extra pressure keeps the core solid, keeps the inner core solid, but does not keep the 

outer core solid. 

 In a similar way, you’ll notice that out near the surface — and we don’t have a very 

detailed drawing near the surface here — the melting point and the actual temperatures 

get closer and closer.  And so there are actually places under the surface of the Earth 

where the melting point is reached because there’s enough pressure and enough 

temperature that it actually becomes liquid just below the surface at the bottom of the 

crust.  And so we have to worry about both temperature and pressure inside the Earth to 

understand where it’s gonna be liquid, where it’s gonna be solid. 

 The fact that the Earth has a liquid near the surface — the volcanic material that we 

see coming out is lava — shows that there is liquid under the surface near the crust.  

Means that in effect the crust of the Earth, the outer solid region, is probably floating on 

some material that is partially liquid.  It’s not all liquid, but it’s partially liquid.  And that 

means it’s literally floating on that liquid material, that liquid rock.  As a result of that, the 

crust of the Earth can move.  It’s on a soft liquid material at the top of the mantle and so 
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the crust actually can shift around on that soft material. 

 What that has caused is that the crust does move around on it, but the crust is solid.  

And so if part of the crust is moving, it must be broken.  You can’t have one solid crust if 

part of it’s moving.  And so it’s got to be broken somewhere.  Well, it turns out it’s broken 

all the way around the Earth.  The crust of the Earth is actually broken into sections that 

separately can move.  This was discovered during the last century. 

 And here is a simplified drawing showing where the breaks are.  And you’ll notice 

it’s not uniformly broken.  We have a large section right in the middle of the drawing which 

we call the Pacific p late.  These pieces that move together as one chunk are called plates.  

And we have other plates that are much smaller, such as the Caribbean plate or the 

Cocos plate or the Nazca plate.  These again are separate sections of the crust that are 

floating on that liquid at the top of the mantle and can move as a result of that. 

 Now, if you have motion, where do they go?  If you’ve got two solid pieces of 

material as crust on the surface and one is moving, what’s happening?  Well, what 

happens is some of those plates go under other ones.  So you can have one solid chunk 

of crust slip underneath another solid piece of crust and that means it’s moving away from 

some other piece.  And so if one chunk of crust is going under another on the other side of 

it, there must be a separation opening up.  Well, that separation opening allows the liquid 

lava to come up and fill in the crack. 

 So we have motion around on the crust where some parts of the crust are slipping 

under others and somewhere else the crust is opening up, allowing the liquid rock 

underneath to come up to the surface and solidify.  We get a lot of our volcanic activity on 
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the Earth and a lot of the earthquakes on the Earth being caused by the motion of these 

plates.  You’ve got lava coming up in one place where the plate is moving away, you’ve 

got earthquakes where the planets are bumping against each other.  There are places on 

the Earth where the plates are sliding past each other.  They just happen to be going 

sideways.  And you get earthquakes there, too, because sometimes the plates stick and 

then all of a sudden they jump.  And so half of a city falls down because the jump makes 

everything shake. 

 And so we’ve discovered that the surface of the Earth is not just an inert, solid 

chunk of material.  It’s actually moving around because of the softer stuff underneath.  

And we can map where all of these plates are by actually — if you look at the little dots 

here, by mapping where earthquakes occur.  So every little dot on this drawing is actually 

where an earthquake has occurred.  And if you map where all the earthquakes occur, you 

discover they occur along lines and those lines outline the plates.  So we just map where 

all the earthquakes occur and then we find where the plates are.  It’s a long process again, 

but it gives you a way of finding out what’s happening with the Earth in a way that we 

wouldn’t notice looking at it.  We don’t notice these plates moving because they move 

slowly.  Centimeters per year.  That’s pretty slow.  But over thousands or millions of years, 

major shifts occur. 

 Now, I want to stop discussing the Earth here because I want to show you a film 

that will discuss the surface of the moon.  Because we’re really talking about the Earth 

and the moon right now in this chapter.  And so I want to show you a video on the surface 

of the moon that was made some years ago because we went to the moon about 30 years 
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ago and so this video was made about the last visit to the moon that was made by 

humans. 

* * * 

VIDEO 

             December 6, 1972.  Eugene Cernan, veteran astronaut and commander 

of Apollo 17.  He would be the last Apollo astronaut to stand on the surface of the 

moon.  Dr. Harrison Schmidt, better known as Jack: He would be the first geologist 

to set foot on an alien world.  Ronald Evans, command module pilot: He would 

remain in lunar orbit, operating a battery of experiments that would take this last 

close look at the moon. 

In the year 1675, Sir Isaac Newton was asked by his fellow scientist, Robert Hook, 

how he had accomplished so much.  “If I had seen further,” Newton wrote, “it is by 

standing on the shoulders of giants.” [inaudible speaking]   

One command, pressurize yes for B stage, was not given.  Despite the fact that it 

was gonna be done manually, the sequencer in effect said, “I didn’t tell you to do it 

and therefore you can’t be doing it.”  So at 30 seconds it very properly stopped the 

operation. 

Most of the work was being done right off the [inaudible] in the large control center 

at Kennedy.  However, there was a great deal of support from the [inaudible] space 

flight center who had a comparable operational group working there with their 

contractors.  So we concluded that we were safe and we gave the word to jump her 

out to one signal and proceed, which we did. “Go for orbit, go for orbit.” 
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[inaudible]. 

After checking out the spacecraft in Earth orbit, they burned out of orbit and 

headed toward the moon.  “We’re right in the middle of a snowstorm.”  Ron Evans, 

at the controls of the command module America, moved into dock with the lunar 

model, Challenger.  They pulled Challenger free of the booster’s third stage and 

continued the three-day coast to the moon. 

Even as Cernan, Evans and Schmidt headed toward the moon, directly below the 

Apollo 17 control, flight director Don Putty ran his crew through a long simulation of 

the first Skylab. 

 “As you’re probably well aware, we are still working on other programs, Skylab 

being the prime effort, starting in the spring of next year.  We’re also working on the 

cooperative mission with the Russians which will take place in 1975.  And, of 

course, we’ve got quite a few of the flight control team as well as other [inaudible] 

involved in the work on the shuttle.  So it’s the start of a new era.” 

“Skylab of course will fly in the spring of next year with three men going up and 

spending 28 days, and then two months later after they land we’ll put three men up 

for 56 days.  They’ll come down and 30 days later another three will go 56 days.  

So in the year of ‘73, calendar year, will certainly be a busy one from the standpoint 

of manned space flight.” 

December 10th, 1972.  America and Challenger went into orbit around the moon.  

“Houston, this is America.  You can breathe easier.  America has arrived on station 

for Challenger head.” 
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The next day, December 11th, Cernan and Schmidt entered the lunar module and 

undocked.  “You look good and as pretty in Earth light as you do in sunlight.” 

“Roger, America.  Have a good [inaudible].  You’re loud and clear.” 

 With the command module in the distance, they passed over their landing 

place, a valley in an area of the moon called [inaudible].  Here they hoped to find 

the youngest material yet sampled and direct evidence of lunar volcanos. 

“You’re looking real good, right down the line.” 

“[Inaudible], we’re level with the top of the [inaudible] now.  Okay.  Stand by for 

pitch over.  Oh, are we coming in.” 

REST OF VIDEO TOO INAUDIBLE TO MAKE SENSE 

* * * 

 

 


